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NOTE ON CLEBSCH'S THEOEEMEEGARDINGTHE SECOND
SET OF JACOBIANS DERIVED FROMn + 1 HOMOGENE-
OUS INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS OF 71 VARIABLES.

By Thomas Mum, LL.D.

(Received June 25, 1913. Read July 16, 1913.)

1. The theorem in question, which was originally published in CreZ/e's

Journ., Ixix., pp. 355-358, and Ixx., pp. 175-181, was enunciated by its

author in the following form : If Uj, u^, U3, ... be n + 1 homogeneous integral

functions of the mth degree in the n variables x^, X2, x., ... ; and Vj, V2,

Ya+i ^6 of Jacobians formed from the u's : a7id Wi, Wg, w,j+i be the

set similarly formed from the v's ; then the w's differ from the u's by a

commonfactor only —that is to say

iu^^Mai^, i02 = W.u^y = M.

Clebsch's mode of establishing it was to show that for any values of the

a's and //s the determinant

'dx^ ~dXn

a, b.

t^k^h ^b,,7Cj,

vanishes identically : that consequently

%b^Ui, . ^aj,ic,, - %aj{ii,, . ^b,w„ = 0

;
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and that finally " by putting the coefficients of the products ajf>j, separately

equal to zero " there results

"ihWh - ihiOk = 0,

as desired.

Even as thus epitomized the procedure is seen to be artificial and

somewhat arbitrary : and I therefore propose to put on record a quite

simple and more direct treatment, giving also as introduction the lemmas

on w^hich both demonstrations rest. For the sake of economizing space n

will be taken equal to 3.

2. If Ui, U2, U3, U4 he homogeneous functions of the mth degree in x, y,

z, and

then

U^V^ + U^V^ + U^V^ + U^V^ = 0. (a)

This is the same as to say that

~dx dy dz

'du^

'dx ^y

'dx ^2/ Yz'

~dy ^z

which follows at once from Euler's theorem that

ic.col2 + ^.col3 + ^^.col^ = m.coli.

8. WitJi the same notation

^
0.2:

^ 5F^*

(/3)

This is the same as to say that the determinant of the preceding para-

graph continues to vanish when in place of its first column we substitute

a repetition of one of the other columns.
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4. With the same notation

'''Tx

^dy ^oy "^dy

ciVj 'bv^ Tiv. Tiv, ^

"liz ^liz "^z

(r)

Differentiating (a) with respect to one of the independent variables,

say X, we have

/ I '^x
= 0,

and since, by (/3), the second sum here is equal to 0, so also must the

first sum.

5. Solving now the equations (y) for the w's we obtain at once

Clebsch's result : in fact (y) may be viewed as simply another way of

saying that the 2^'s are proportional to

6. The next requirement is to explain the cause of the efficacy of

Clebsch's irrelevant-looking determinant of the (7z-i-2)th order. In doing

this we need not confine ourselves to elements that are differential-

coefficients : the determinant to be bordered may be any determinant

whatever, anything peculiar being introduced along with the border, and

indeed with only part of that. Let us take, for example, the general

determinant of the fourth order \a^^c^d^. The added row of four

elements then is

^3> ^4

where the e's again are any quantities whatever: but the added colunui is

0, 0, 0, m^d^-\- ... +77^4(^4, mi<3i + ... -i-m^c^:

and the new theorem to be established is

a^ a^ «3 a^

b. b^

^1 ^2 ^4

d^ d^^ d^ ^md
61 ^2 63 e^ %7ne

... + \d.^e,l\B^m,\,

where D,. is the cof actor of d, in [a^b^c.d^l.
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More proofs than one suggest themselves. That which lends itself

most readily to generalization consists in changing the last column into

—̂ ma, —^mb, —^mc, 0, 0,

and then expanding in terms of the minors formed from the last two rows.

Doing this we see that the cofactor of Ic^i^al

= — a. a^ m^a^^ + m^a^

b^ m^bj^ + mjj^

C3 C4 m^c^ + m^c^

= —mT\a^b^c^\—m2\aJ)^c^\= —mJ)^-\-mJ)^

and similarly with the cofactors of \d^e.\, etc.

7. Applying this result to Clebsch's determinant we see that the latter

is equal to

\a^bj^ . Iz^jWal + I^Xi^jl • \Ut10.^\-\- ...
;

and its equivalent being known to vanish for all values of the a's and 6's,

it follows that the second factor of every term of it must vanish, and that

therefore

U2

8. The pecuhar identity estabhshed in §6 is, however, only the first of

a series. Thus taking the same basic determinant as before, namely,

{a^b^c/l^l, and repeating the process of bordering, we obtain for investiga-

tion the determinant

Olearly it is equal to

a^ a. «4

K bl K
C2 c. C4

dz I %md %nd

S^e

/. /a fl tmf tnf

a-, a^ a. a. %ma Sna

K bl \ ^mb %nb

C2 C3 C4 '%mc %71C

d. ^3

h .fl
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and in this the cofactor of \d-,e^f^\ is

I 64 77ii&i + mj)^ + 77^363 7^^6I + nj)^ + 7^363

I
77ij.Ci 4- 7?i2C2 + '^'^'3^3 7iiCi + 7i2C2 + 7^303 ,

which

= T)^m^n2 —D277^I7^3 —D37?i27ii + 'D^m^n-^ + Dzin^n^ —Ti^m^n^i

Similarly the cof actors of \d^e2f^\, \d^e-^f^\, \d^ej^\ are found to be \'D^m2n^\,

[D^77a37^4|, |D27?^37^4| ; so that our double-bordered determinant is ex-

pressible as a sum of products of pairs of three-line determinants. (e)

9. As this result may be written

d^ d^ d^ d^ ii

62 63 64
•

/x y; /s Ai'

D, D2 D3 D4

77ii 77^2 7;z3

n.

which again by the multiplication-theorem is equal to

\a,h,c,d^\ tdm tdn

we observe that we might have begun by expanding the original determi-

nant in terms of the minors formed from the first four columns, and

thence proceeded through {e") and (e') to (e).

I


